Determination of the intraparticle electroosmotic volumetric flow-rate, velocity and Peclet number in capillary electrochromatography from pore network theory.
The results obtained from the pore network model employed in this work, clearly show that the magnitudes of the intraparticle electroosmotic volumetric flow-rate, Qintrap, and velocity, (v(intrap,x)), in the pores of the charged porous silica particles considered in this study are greater than zero. The intraparticle Peclet number, Pe(intra, of a solute in these charged porous silica particles would be greater than zero, and, in fact, the magnitude of the intraparticle Peclet number, Pe(intrap), of lysozyme is greater than unity for all the values of the pore connectivity, nT, of the intraparticle pores and of the applied electric potential difference per unit length, Ex, along the axis of the capillary column considered in this work. Furthermore, the values of the intraparticle electroosmotic volumetric flow-rate, Qintrap, and velocity, (v(intrap,x)), as well as the magnitude of the pore diffusion coefficient, Dp, of the solute increase as the value of the pore connectivity, nT, of the intraparticle pores increases. The intraparticle electroosmotic flow can contribute significantly, if the appropriate chemistry is employed in the mobile liquid phase and in the charged porous particles, in (i) decreasing the intraparticle mass transfer resistance, (ii) decreasing the dispersive mass transfer effects, and (iii) increasing the intraparticle mass transfer rates so that high column efficiency and resolution can be obtained.